The uncoupling protein UCP1 is a member of a superfamily of homologous proteins formed by the mitochondrial metabolite transporters. Although they act in vivo as carriers, under specific experimental conditions some of these transporters have been shown to behave as channels. This dual transport operation suggests that these carriers are likely to be formed by two differentiated functional and structural domains. The kinetic model termed "single binding center gated pore" is well suited to understand the behaviour of these carriers. It proposes that in the protein core there must exist a hydrophilic translocation pore whose access is controlled by gates. It is highly likely that the hydrophilic channel is formed by the transmembrane á-helices and that loops contribute to the formation of the gates.
Introduction
The uncoupling protein (UCP1) from brown adipose tissue is a regulated proton carrier which short circuits the proton gradient generated by the respiratory chain thereby uncoupling ATP synthesis from respiration and releasing heat from oxidation of substrates. Its activity is regulated by purine nucleotides (inhibitors) and non-esterified fatty acids (activators) (1) . Alternatively, UCP1 may also be activated by a second regulatory pathway that involves all-trans retinoic acid (2) . Fatty acids liberated by the hormone-stimulated lipolysis are the physiological activators of thermogenesis and act as cytosolic second messengers of noradrenaline (reviewed in (1,3) ). The mechanism by which fatty acids activate UCP1 is a matter of debate and will be discussed in a special section of this review. A new cofactor, coenzyme Q, has recently been identified as essential for transport (4) .
In recent years new uncoupling proteins have been described not only in other mammalian tissues but also in other organisms including plants (reviewed in (5, 6) ). The mammalian UCPs have been termed UCP2, UCP3, UCP4 and BMCP1. Their tissue distribution is different. UCP2 is expressed in many organs and tissues whereas UCP3 is expressed exclusively in skeletal muscle and brown fat. UCP4 and BMPC1 are only present in brain. Despite important advances, little is known about their physiological role, regulation or molecular mechanism of transport. Unlike UCP1, which is present in abundance in brown fat mitochondria, the other uncoupling proteins are present at relative low levels in their respective tissues. UCPs are members of a transporter family that comprises all the metabolite carriers of the mitochondrial inner membrane (7, 8) . Relevant members of the family are, for example, the ADP/ATP carrier (AAC), the phosphate carrier (PiC), oxoglutarate carrier (OGC) or the aspartate/glutamate carrier (AGC). All these carriers have in common several properties. They have a molecular mass around 30 kDa and they consist of three tandemly repeated homologous domains, each with two hydrophobic stretches. Their most common mechanism of transport corresponds to an antiport with a sequential mechanism (reviewed in (9,10)). There are, however, exceptions. Thus, for example, the carnitine carrier displays a ping-pong mechanism and the UCPs appear as uniporters. Despite the effort been put in their functional analysis and the extensive structure-function studies performed, the molecular mechanism of transport is still unknown.
In the late 1980s and 1990s several reports appeared to describe the effect of thiol-specific reagents on the transport properties of several carrier family members. The consequences of the chemical modification varied depending on the type of SH modified. Thus, modification of one type of residues led to inhibition of transport while modification of another type led to a major loss of transport specificity and it seemed to convert the carrier into a pore-like state (11-13). These channel-like properties were later confirmed by patch-clamp experiments which described conductances of up to 600 pS in the AAC (14) and lower but significant levels in the PiC (15) and UCP1(16). All these results have been taken as an indication of the existence of at least two different functional domains in these carriers: one responsible of the carrier properties and another that confers channel-like properties (17) (18) (19) ). An update on the channel properties of carriers and on the domains involved in the gating will be presented in this review.
Physiological regulation of H + transport in UCP1
The first studies on the bioenergetic properties of brown adipose tissue mitochondria revealed that, when isolated by conventional methods, they were uncoupled (see historical reviews (1, 3, 20) ). This finding was soon related to the thermogenic activity of the tissue. It was later discovered that, to induce respiratory control, removal of the endogenous fatty acids and addition of nucleotides to the incubation medium were necessary. It took a decade to identify the site of energy dissipation as a protein of 32 kDa (21) that was later termed the uncoupling protein. These two ligands influence the proton conductance through UCP1. The role of nucleotides as inhibitors has never been disputed but the role of fatty acids as activators has always been controversial.
Fatty acid activation
Noradrenaline binding to the plasma membrane of the brown adipocyte signals the initiation of thermogenesis. The stimulation of the â-receptors raises the cAMP levels and a lipolytic cascade is commenced (Figure 1) . The fatty acids released will be the substrates that mitochondria will oxidize to produce heat but they act also as cytosolic seconds messengers of noradrenaline and activate proton transport through UCP1. The different elements that constitute this regulatory cascade have been demonstrated experimentally in isolated brown adipocytes and corroborated with observations in isolated mitochondria (reviewed in (1,3) ).
The mechanism of activation of UCP1 by fatty acids has been the most debated issue in the field over the last decade. However, all-trans retinoic acid or TTNPB are strong activators of the protein (2) and more strikingly, ù -glucopyranoside palmitic acid is also an activator of UCP1, yet these compounds should not cross the lipid bilayer (34).
Nucleotide inhibition
Soon after the uncoupling properties of brown adipose tissue mitochondria were described in the late 1960s, Rafael and coworkers observed that addition of millimolar ATP or GTP to a suspension with low fatty acid content yielded tightly coupled mitochondria (see historical reviews (1, 3) where an increase in UCP1 activity would be achieved by decreasing the nucleotide concentration sufficiently to allow desaturation of the binding site (28,40). There was also a proposal where a putative alkalinization of the cytosol was considered as the mechanism which facilitated the displacement of the nucleotide (41). However, these hypotheses have never been proven experimentally. It should be emphasized that any model regarding the physiological regulation of the UCPs should not only take into consideration the sequence of events that lead to the increase in the uncoupling activity but also those leading to the recoupling once the need for thermogenesis has terminated. It should also be borne in mind that a conversion of ATP to ADP is not enough to activate UCP1 since both nucleotides inhibit very effectively the proton conductance (42).
The relation between nucleotide inhibition and fatty acid activation is also complex. Nucleotides can fully inhibit the fatty acid effect when membrane potentials are low, i.e. the diffusion potentials observed during passive swelling experiments in potassium acetate (around 20 mV) or those generated with a potassium gradient when dealing with the protein reconstituted in liposomes (potentials reach at most 120 mV). In contrast, under respiring conditions, when membrane potential is above 150-160 mV, fatty acids can override the nucleotide inhibition (29). It remains to be established if this implies that, under these conditions, nucleotides are displaced from their binding site. The importance of the magnitude of the membrane potential should be considered when comparing data obtained in different systems, as much of the controversy arisen in recent years can be explained by the diverse effects that fatty acids and nucleotides have at different membrane potentials.
In the brown adipocyte, the combination of a high membrane potential, a slightly alkaline cytosolic pH and the presence of divalent cations should facilitate the release of the inhibition imposed by the nucleotides and thus enable the action of fatty acids as second messengers of noradrenaline.
Mapping the nucleotide binding site in UCP1
The Since this region is well conserved in the other two loops, analogous deletions were performed and in the two cases nucleotide regulation was also lost (19).
We have, therefore, proposed a model where the nucleotide enters the protein through its cytosolic side but has to get deep inside the protein and interact with the loops on the matrix side. The purine ring would find a hydrophobic pocket formed with contributions made by the three matrix loops. At least, residues located at the C-terminal end of each loop would participate in formation of the pocket ( Figure 2 ). Formation of a hydrophobic pocket to accommodate the purine ring of the nucleotide has also been proposed for the AAC. Terada and coworkers found that eosin Y presents structural and electrostatic properties that resemble those of ADP and, as expected, it was a good inhibitor of ADP Figure 2 ). The two residues could therefore affect the access to the binding site but would not be part of the binding center.
Channel and carrier properties in UCP1
As we have already mentioned, all members of the mitochondrial carrier superfamily are characterized by a tripartite structure where a domain of around 100 amino acids is repeated three times (7, 8) . Each domain contains two hydrophobic stretches that constitute transmembrane regions and in the connecting loop lies the conserved motif P-x-
. This sequence motif has been used to identify potential new members of this protein superfamily. Despite their sequence similarity, there are a wide variety of transported substrates and the kinetic mechanisms under which they operate vary. The vast majority are antiporters that display a sequential mechanism but there are antiporters with a ping-pong mechanism and also uniporters.
General transport properties
The members of the mitochondrial transporter family display the general properties described for the carriers, operating with a catalytic cycle similar to an enzyme (54). The first step is the recognition of the substrate. Carriers present high substrate specificity since binding will provide the energy for the second step, the conformational change that leads to the translocation. The third step is the dissociation of the substrate from the protein and the cycle is completed with the relaxation of the carrier back to the original orientation. This kinetic scheme generally results in low turnover numbers. Structural and sequence data are indicating that both channels and carriers probably have a common origin and share a basic mechanism of catalysis. The most typical structural feature seems to be the formation of á -helical bundles constructed with 12 (6+6) transmembrane segments (TMS). During evolution they have arrived to the 12 TMS in several ways (reviewed in (61,62)). Thus, in the mitochondrial transporter family they have evolved from a primordial 2-TMS encoding element that was triplicated. The 12 TMS are achieved because the functional carrier protein is a homodimer. Interestingly, it has recently been described that when the two monomers of the AAC are expressed as a covalent tandem repeat the protein is functionally competent (63, 64) . In the carrier family where the glycerol facilitator from E. coli is included, there is duplication of a 3-TMS precursor and they operate also as dimers. In the family of the lactose permease, the carrier protein has 12-TMS that arose by duplication of a 6-TMS element. These evolutionary relationships suggest the need for the formation of a basic structure, a common motif, no matter the specific transport mechanism involved (10,61). This basic element is probably a hydrophilic translocation pore. Klingenberg proposed in 1991 the model of the "Single Binding Center Gated Pore" (SBCGP) to rationalize the functioning of the ADP/ATP carrier (65) . This model includes several features that could be applied to a general scheme to explain the mechanism of transport in most, if not all, carrier proteins. This model could also help to understand how carriers and channels, by sharing a common structural and functional principle, may display activities that resemble one another.
As the name of the model suggests, there must exist a binding center in the carrier core whose access from either side of the membrane is limited by gates ( Figure 3 ) (65). The two gates must not be opened at any given time since this would result in the diffusion of molecules through the carrier. The translocation pathways formed by carriers and channels might be very similar and the fundamental distinction between them would lie in the accessibility to the binding center. If the binding site is accessible from both sides of the membrane simultaneously, the protein is a channel. When substrate binds to the carrier, the binding energy drives a conformational change that would result in the closure of the entrance gate and the opening of the exit. In the transition step the two gates would be in the same state, either closed or half-opened.
Finally, the return to the original state (orientation) will depend on whether the carrier is a uniporter or an exchanger. In the latter case, the unloaded carrier cannot switch through the transition state into the opposite orientation.
The conversion of a carrier into a channel can be interpreted in the light of this model. The channel mode could be induced if modification of the protein structure were to result in a lower coupling between solute binding and conformational change and if, at the same time, access to the binding center form both sides of the membrane is allowed.
Translocation versus inhibition: the different fate of nucleotides in AAC and UCP1
The ADP/ATP carrier (AAC) was the first mitochondrial carrier to be identified, sequenced and reconstituted and therefore it is probably the most extensively studied (66, 67 to the binding site that, while in the AAC can occur from either side of the membrane, in UCP1 it only occurs from the cytosolic side of the membrane. The second critical issue is that since in the AAC the nucleotide has to be translocated, its binding to the protein leads to important conformational changes (66, 68, 69) . This has a clear consequence on the apparent difference in the binding affinities and specificities as it has been previously discussed (65) . Thus, the AAC presents a much higher specificity for the nucleotide than UCP1. This is indicative of the need of a close interaction between the nucleotide and the protein because the binding energy has to drive the translocation. Binding leads to the change in the conformation of the binding center to a lower affinity facilitating nucleotide release. The apparent higher affinity and lower specificity of UCP1 must be because the nucleotide is just an inhibitor and its binding should only lead to a minor conformational rearrangement.
Sulphydryl groups and the shift of the transport mode in UCP1
We have previously mentioned that under patch-clamp conditions several mitochondrial carriers, including UCP1, can display large channel conductances (14-16). However, the first indications of a change in the transport mode came from chemical modification experiments. In the late 1980s, chemical modification of UCP1 with maleimides of different hydrophobicities revealed an interesting change in properties (70, 71) . Chemical reaction proceeded in two steps. First, the modification of a hydrophobic residue led to a complete inhibition of both H + and Cl -transport and also of nucleotide binding. The second step involved a more hydrophilic residue and the modified protein displayed a slightly reduced affinity for nucleotides but had extremely high rates of transport (71) . In other members of the carrier family, the use of maleimides generally led to transport inhibition. Nevertheless, when mercurials are used to modify cysteine residues dramatic changes in the transport properties are observed (11-13). The modification proceeds also in two steps and this has also been rationalized as involving at least two cysteine residues. The first step blocks transport through the carrier and the second step converts the carrier into a uniporter with a reduced specificity. For example, in the case of the aspartate/glutamate carrier (AGC), the exchange of aspartate for glutamate is converted into a uniport where the protein catalyzes the efflux of negatively charged solutes like sulfate or succinate, cations such as arginine or lysine and uncharged substrates such as glucose (72) . However, the modification does not result in the formation of a channel or a pore. It has been demonstrated that a carrier mechanism is still involved since the activation energies and turnover numbers are maintained. Therefore, the effect of mercurials seems to be the loss of the substrate specificity at the internal, but not the external, binding site. The presence of unidirectional flux also indicates that the unloaded carrier form is now mobile (73,74).
Towards the location of the gating domain
Chemical modification of mitochondrial carriers with sulphydryl reagents has allowed the identification of regions involved in the translocation of the substrates. However, only for the PiC it has been possible to identify unequivocally the cysteine responsible for the antiport-uniport conversion. The residue is Cys 28 and is located in the center of the first transmembrane helix (75 (69, 78) . The 3D-structure of the C-terminal part of the third matrix loop in UCP1 has been solved by NMR (19). One of the most interesting features is the presence of a short á-helix (residues 262-268) at the N-terminal end of the sixth transmembrane á-helix.
The link between the two helices is defined by the sequence Gly-Phe-Ala-Pro that probably constitutes a â-turn of type VIII. Molecular modelling of the two linked á-helices demonstrates that the 262-268 region is perpendicular to the plane of the membrane and that this orientation seems to be critical for control of transport. Thus mutations in the hinge lead to dramatic changes in the transport properties. The position of the 262-268 region is compatible with its participation in the binding of the nucleotide (section 2.3). Homologous sequences are also found at the Nterminal end of the second and fourth transmembrane regions and mutagenesis experiments have also demonstrated the importance of the structural elements present (19). We have, therefore, proposed that the three matrix loops contribute to the control of transport in UCP1.
Concluding remarks
The lack of high resolution structural data of membrane carriers is limiting our understanding of the molecular mechanism of transport and the basis of the substrate specificity. Available data suggest that the carrier proteins are probably built as "gatedpores". This would imply a core structure that would constitute a hydrophilic translocation pathway and whose access would be controlled by gates. It is highly likely that the hydrophilic channel is formed by the transmembrane á-helices and that loops contribute to the formation of the gates. Within the mitochondrial carrier family, UCP1 is a peculiar member. Purine nucleotides enter the translocation pathway but they bind to inhibit transport. The pathway for proton movement has not yet been identified. The fatty acid cycling hypothesis proposes that the translocation of the fatty acid anion would take place in the lipid-protein interface (22). Therefore, this mechanism would have little in common with other transport systems. However, the fact that the fatty acid anion translocation is also catalyzed by mitochondrial carriers known to have other physiological functions would indicate that this is a side-effect that would only be of pathophysiological relevance. The alternative hypothesis proposes that the carboxylate group of the fatty acid directly participates in proton translocation (reviewed in (3,28) ). Several residues have been proposed to be involved in proton translocation. Figure 1 . Schematic representation of the cellular events during thermogenesis.
Noradrenaline (NAdr), liberated by the sympathetic nervous system, signals the initiation of thermogenesis to the brown adipocyte. Its binding to a â-receptor in the plasma membrane activates an adenylate kinase. The increased cAMP levels activate a protein kinase (PK) which in turn activates a hormone-sensitive lipase. The lipase causes the release of fatty acids (FFA) from the triglyceride stores (TG). Fatty acids will be activated and transported to the mitochondrial matrix where they will be substrates for respiration. Fatty acids also bind to the uncoupling protein UCP1 to increase its proton conductance. Dissipation of the proton electrochemical potential gradient through UCP1 will cause the increase in the rate of respiration and therefore heat production. The strong substrate-protein interaction energy at the transition state drives the conformational rearrangement that leads to the translocation (d). Gate opens on the opposite side of the membrane and the substrate dissociates from a binding center that now displays lower affinity. If the carrier is a uniporter, the unloaded carrier (e) switches back through a new transition state (f) to the original side of the membrane (a). If the carrier is an antiporter, the unloaded protein is immobile and only if the new substrate is bound it can return to the original orientation. The mitochondrial carriers generally operate as antiporters with a sequential (simultaneous) mechanism. This implies that before the first substrate dissociates from the protein, the second substrate must be bound.
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